ABSTRACT

Objectives To examine general practitioner (GP) understanding of the never event (NE) concept in general practice, and to identify potential enablers and barriers to implementation in UK general practice.

Design Qualitative study using focus groups. The data were analysed thematically and were informed by the normalisation process theory.

Setting General practice in Northwest England and Southwest Scotland.

Participants 25 GPs took part in five focus groups. 13 GPs were female and 12 male with an age range of 28–60.

Results The NE approach of avoiding serious preventable adverse outcomes from healthcare fitted with participants expectations of the delivery of care but the implementation of strategies to prevent the specific NE was considered complex and variable. The main themes identified participants’ understandings and perceived limitations of the NE concept; the embedded layers of responsibility to implement NE within practices and the work required for implementation within general practices.

Participants’ accounts highlighted the differential nature of work in general practice and that the implementation of initiatives to address specific NE should be situated within a learning and systems approach to implementation. Some NEs were considered more relevant and amenable to simple solutions than others which could influence implementation.

Conclusions The NE concept was considered overall an important approach to help address key primary care patient safety issues. The utility of individual NEs may vary depending on the complexity of the initiatives that would be needed to manage related risks to as low as reasonably practicable.

INTRODUCTION

Patient safety is a global priority with many patient safety incidents remaining preventable. In response to the growing recognition of the importance of an explicit patient safety agenda, many countries, including the UK, have created national improvement strategies to reduce unintentional, but avoidable, harm to patients, for example, the Scottish Patient Safety Programme and the Safer Patient Initiatives. The development of patient safety initiatives has received greater attention in secondary care despite primary care being a particularly important context to consider as it is where the majority of patient contacts occur. There have been many examples of general practice adapting approaches from other areas of healthcare and other safety–critical industries, for example, the application of a ‘care bundle’ approach to improve long-term condition management or the trigger review method to review patient records. However, the nature of work and the organisational structure within UK general practice, which is equivalent to family medicine in other countries, is notably different to hospital settings. In general practice, much of the work focuses on managing uncertainties in multiple aspects of care, for example, uncertainty in diagnosis, monitoring, diagnosis and treatment, and often providing self-management support. It is unclear, therefore, due to such differences between settings and the nature of work...
A preliminary list of 10 NEs has been developed and validated for UK general practice (see Table 1). The NEs may be categorised as either ‘errors of commission’ (eg, doing something erroneously) or ‘errors of omission’ (ie, where there was a lapse in the quality of care). A recent survey to establish the frequency of occurrence of the general practice specific NEs estimated that two NEs occurred in 45%–60% of practices sampled, whereas three NEs were estimated to have occurred in less than 4% of practices in the last year. The survey identified that while NEs were likely to happen in practice there was no patterning in the types of events which were more likely to occur. In summary, the frequency of individual events varied across practices and events themselves.

Previous work has illustrated that the NE concept can be translated into tangible, individual events within primary care and that these individual events are measurable. However, we do not know the views of those who would primarily be tasked with implementing and identifying the occurrence of NEs, the family doctors themselves, known as general practitioners (GPs) in the UK. The aim of this study, therefore, was to examine GPs understanding of the NE concept in general practice, as well as to identify potential enablers and barriers to implementation in UK general practice.

**METHODS**

**Study design**

A qualitative study design was adopted and normalisation process theory (NPT) was used as a sensitising concept for data collection and analysis. NPT is a theory of implementation of healthcare, which focuses on understanding the work practices that enable or constrain the implementation of an intervention into routine work prior to implementation should, therefore, always be conducted.

A key patient safety improvement initiative originating from the USA has been the use of so-called ‘never event’ (NE). Within UK the NE policy was adopted and introduced in 2009. NE lists have been developed and implemented for acute hospital settings in a range of national healthcare systems, including the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK, and increasingly for specific settings and clinical disciplines. A ‘NE’ has been defined as ‘a serious, largely preventable patient safety incident that should not occur if the available preventable measures were implemented by healthcare workers.’ In hospital settings, NEs are very specific issues that are clearly identifiable using available data and preventable at an individual level with organisational implications in terms of the process of reporting and cost recovery implications. In general practice, this approach has the potential to offer a range of benefits, including increased awareness of important patient safety issues among the healthcare workforce and may demonstrate accountability and transparency to patients. The NE process may also help develop local practice systems by prioritising incidents for significant event analysis and prospective hazard analysis approaches to minimise related risk to as low as reasonably practicable. While uncertainty and evolving diagnoses are characteristic of the work in general practice and there are a variety of potential patient safety initiatives to improve safety, using NE as an exemplar may enable a more in-depth understanding of how adapting approaches from other areas is responded to in general practice and the impact it has on being adopted.

**Table 1** Preliminary list of never events (NEs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NE</th>
<th>Short description</th>
<th>Full description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Needle-stick injury</td>
<td>A needle-stick injury due to a failure to dispose of ‘sharps’ in compliance with national guidance and regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cancer referral not sent</td>
<td>A planned referral of a patient, prompted by clinical suspicion of cancer, is not sent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Epinephrine is not available</td>
<td>Epinephrine is not available within minutes when clinically indicated for a medical emergency in the practice or general practitioner home visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ambulance transport is not arranged</td>
<td>Ambulance transport is not arranged if this had been agreed when deciding to admit a patient as an emergency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Abnormal investigation result not reviewed</td>
<td>An abnormal investigation result is received by a practice but is not reviewed by a clinician.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Prescribing when adverse reaction recorded</td>
<td>Prescribing a drug to a patient that has correctly been recorded in the practice system as having previously caused her/him a severe adverse reaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Teratogenic drug and pregnant</td>
<td>Prescribing a teratogenic drug to a patient the clinician knows to be pregnant (unless advised to do so by a clinical specialist).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Prescribing aspirin for a patient &lt;12 years</td>
<td>Prescribing aspirin for a patient &lt;12 years old (unless recommended by a specialist for specific clinical conditions eg, Kawasaki’s disease).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Methotrexate daily rather than weekly</td>
<td>Prescribing methotrexate daily rather than weekly (unless initiated by a specialist for a specific clinical condition, eg, leukaemia).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) and intact uterus</td>
<td>Prescribing systemic oestrogen-only HRT for a patient with an intact uterus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
practice. By focusing on the engagement and work of implementation, it enabled us to consider the contextual, conceptual and individual factors that would be important to address before the implementation of NE as a patient safety intervention into everyday practice. NPT is a sociotechnical, middle-range theory about the ‘work’ people do collectively and as individuals to implement and sustain complex healthcare interventions such as an NE programme. While the NE concept in the form of the preliminary list has not been implemented in routine general practice, using a theory of implementation to consider the potential enablers and barriers that would be needed to be understood to optimise implementation provides a way of making explicit the work that would be required.

**Sampling**

GPs were recruited using a convenience snowball sampling through existing contacts, direct approach to GPs, with support of the National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) Clinical Research Network and via NHS Education for Scotland. The focus of the study sampling was on GPs as the focus of the initial projects to develop NEs from the perspective of GPs, and their position of usually own and manage their practices.

**Data collection**

Five semistructured focus groups were conducted with 25 GPs by RLM and SMC. Focus groups were conducted between April 2015 and February 2016. Two focus groups were conducted in Southwest Scotland and three focus groups were conducted in Northwest England. Focus groups were conducted in meeting rooms at either at the University, hotels or general practices. Focus groups ranged from 80 min to 113 min (average 96 min). The age range of participants was between 28 and 60 (focus group 1 participant age range 43–59; focus group 2 participant age range 38–56; focus group 3 participant age range 44–54; focus group 4 participant age range 35–42 (two participants did not give their age); and focus group 5 participant age range: 28–56) (see table 2). Focus groups were digitally recorded and professionally transcribed. Group discussions explored the participants’ views on the NE concept content of the preliminary list, identifying strategies to prevent the listed NEs and the work required to implement them both individually and collectively (see table 3). NPT was used a sensitising concept in generating the topic guide to ensure that questions examined the four constructs of NPT. Data collection ended when data saturation was reached. Data saturation was determined when there were no new data emerging that had interpretive value.

Each participant signed an individual consent form and completed a short demographics form before the focus group. This qualitative study adhered to and was reported using the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research checklist.

### Table 2 Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28–40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16+</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practitioner role</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaried</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of practice list</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 3000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000–6000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6001–10000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10001+</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Patient and public involvement**

The initial idea was presented by RLM to members of the NIHR Greater Manchester Primary Care Patient Safety Translational Research Centre Research User Group and it was agreed that as this was a project examining GP views that public involvement was not relevant but a future study could look at the views of patients and carers. The project idea and the study design were discussed with two GP stakeholders before the study protocol was finalised.

**Data analysis**

Data analysis was thematic. Two researchers read the transcripts independently (RLM and SC-S) and inductively identified initial themes and subthemes (see figure 1). We used NPT to create a framework to examine the context of implementation and combined this with a thematic approach to examine and refine emerging themes. The themes were identified using an open approach to coding to analyse the data pertaining to the individual NPT constructs which then allowed codes to be grouped within and across constructs to form overall themes. Analysis was an iterative process informed the general inductive approach to analysis. These were then discussed, amended and/or merged until final themes and subthemes were agreed. Transcripts were then reread to ensure consistency of interpretation.
between focus groups. The key themes were circulated to all the authors for comment. The final set of themes and key themes were agreed by all authors. NPT was used within the data analysis as a sensitising concept to look at the themes that emerged from the data to consider the work involved in implementation at the level of the individual, the practice team, patients and the interface with other services across primary care or in secondary care. All data were examined across and within each focus group.

The study team consisted of two social scientists (RLM and SC-S), a health services researcher (SMC) and three academic GPs (AE, PB and CdW). Although PB and CdW were involved in the development of the initial NE list for general practice, the majority of the research team was not and the study was funded and conducted by those not involved in the development of the NE list for general practice. The composition of the research team, therefore, minimised any potential researcher bias, as there was a range of experience about the concept of NEs within the study team.

**RESULTS**

Twenty-five GPs took part in five focus groups (see table 2). Overall, participants expressed support for the underlying construct (ie, avoiding serious preventable adverse outcomes from healthcare) with their expectations of the delivery of care but this was within a wider of discussion of strategies to prevent NEs and the implementation of the NE list. The main themes related to participants understandings and perceived limitations of the NE concept; embedded layers of responsibility and reflexive monitoring; and the work of implementation within and against practice systems (see figure 1).

**The NE concept: a hospital-centred concept so not for GPs**

Participants’ accounts initially identified a lack of familiarity with the concept of NEs in general practice

![Figure 1](http://bmjopen.bmj.com/)
while simultaneously recognising their increasing use in hospital settings. Despite this, there was a general recognition that the broader underlying construct of avoiding serious preventable adverse outcomes from healthcare was valuable and fundamental to patient care, resonating with all participants approaches to patient care. However, accounts also clearly identified a consideration of a new patient safety intervention within the existing patient safety landscape and medicolegal framework of judgement. This appeared to reduce potential cognitive participation, or psychological buy-in, of some participants within a more defensive approach to medicine:

I think it’s a good idea. There are things out there that you do hear of that shouldn’t happen… patient safety is the most important thing. If a never event happens and it shouldn’t have happened our whole ethos in medicine is do no harm, the patient always comes first… In the real world as well we all know that the lawyers are out there and the people are going to complain about things...

(FG3; R1)

Participants identified that the NE concept was used in hospital settings where they identified a potential for more immediate harm and noted the different nature of the work that characterises hospital care versus general practice which could influence engagement with the NE approach.

Although my experience of Never Events hospital-based are hospital lists are very much physical and generally immediate harm, rather than further down the line. So maybe they’re going to be quite different in primary care.

(FG1; R1)

Participants’ discussions identified an implicit working categorisation of degrees of risk and harm which built on a sense of collective professional experience. A central premise of the role of being a GP was considered to be operationalising this balance of risk or harm within a duty of care for patients. NEs were incidents that were judged to be outside the normative judgements of ‘good’ practice.

The legal… test, if it ties in with what a reasonable body of competent medical practitioners would have done you’re okay, but if you step outside that collective experience, then it’s more towards a Never Event.

(FG2; R2)

Most GPs, however, also clearly indicated a tension between the individual responsibilities of managing the inherent risk of practice with a systems approach to patient safety in the context of general practice.

It’s the old adage in medicine, never say never, because the way we work…the fact that we’re working with other human beings, things happen that sometimes are just totally out of your control.

(FG3; R1)

There was also a concern that the NE approach might evolve to be used punitively by external bodies rather than used as part of the existing learning system approach to safety which might limit the acceptability of the approach.

we bring these problems to our significant event analysis where we feel comfortable discussing them in a supportive team. If it became a NE would there be an onus on us to get external people in to have a look at where our quality is failing?

(FG5; R1)

Preventing NEs in general practice: whose responsibility is it

Central to participants’ discussions to the introduction of initiatives to prevent NEs was a debate about how these would be introduced and the effect this could have on buy-in within the profession.

I think, for quality improvement, part of the contract, this would be something… there is a lot of useless stuff in there… this would be better.

(FG1; M2)

There was a general sense of reluctance of further top–down, policy-led patient safety initiatives (such as the quality outcomes framework).

at the moment, governments that don’t know what they’re doing, and people love to take things forward, it will be misused by the government and they’ll want it turned into QOF and stuff if you’re not very careful.

(FG1; M1)

At a local practice level, participants agreed that while there was a collective responsibility for patient safety, GPs who were not a GP partner (owner) identified that their role was limited to individually preventing, reporting and managing NEs that may occur within their personal practice but their role to share and learn from NEs to shape future practice was limited.

if I did come across a significant event, I would report it to the practice and then hope that they would follow it through and do what’s needed but I wouldn’t know how to personally report something so that it gets flagged up and so people learn from it.

(FG4; R2)

It was agreed by participants that ultimately the responsibility for the implementation of patient safety initiatives was with the GP partners (owners) of the practice through setting up systems to support individuals.

F1: I think it’s a collective and everybody has to hold the responsibility.
M3: I think it’s the partners’ responsibility to make sure the systems are in place, and everything gets recorded properly.

(FG1; F1, M3)

While participants recognised that responsibility for the implementation and monitoring of NEs could occur at many levels (individual responsibility, practice level and commissioners), there was a concern about how it could be used punitively by different groups (for instance members of the public or the media).

…it is such an emotive word, because never event, it should never happen… also the public’s perception of that. If we start to have to declare how many never events we’ve had in our practice how’s that going to appear?

(FG5; R1)

The implementation of initiatives to address NEs was considered within the wider partnership between the GPs and patients. However, participants judged patients’ abilities to be partners based on an individual patient’s capacity to be involved in shared decision-making which had implications for their expectations of patients’ abilities to be involved in patient safety.

Competence in the patient… And I don’t just mean mental competence, I mean, like, you know, is this somebody who will just ignore it; is this somebody who’s got low health expectations and will, therefore, assume you’re going to do it all… You take a paternal view because there’s nothing else you can do…

(FG2; R5)

The role of patients in implementing initiatives to prevent NEs was identified in part out of a necessary limit to professional responsibility as part of the virtual safety net for safer care within managing effectively a large patient list with a small general practice workforce.

You’ve got to delegate responsibility. I often say to my patients, look, I’ve got 4500 patients to look after, I cannot give you two, three, four hours of my time every day. It’s just not possible.

(FG3; R1)

Collectively engaging with NE: working within and against general practice systems for implementation

The range of NEs was identified as being amenable to different types of initiatives, some of which would be able to work within or use existing practices systems (eg, information technology (IT) solutions to identify prescribing related NEs). However, the NEs on the list were not considered equal in terms the different technical or human processes that might have to be implemented to prevent them. For some NE (eg, NEs 7–9) there was a general consensus that these would be more amenable to alerts or reminders to prevent them using IT systems, although currently the design of the IT software would not necessarily support this:

(R2: This is what really annoys me about IT because why shouldn’t you have an IT system where, if you put on that a patient’s pregnant, it tells you, hang on a minute…there’s a pregnant patient you’re trying to prescribe that drug for.

(R1: Yeah, but it doesn’t…

(FG2; R1, R2)

Conversely, other NEs (eg, NE 4) were considered more complex involving the coordination of multiple people and actions across different professional groups or as posing additional work that would not fit easily with existing practice and thus harder to implement. Initiatives identified to prevent these types of NEs involved more diffuse expectations of responsibility. For example, one participant described what happened with their experience of NE 4 (an ambulance transport is not arranged) and the breakdown in communication that led to an ambulance not being arranged and identifying simple solutions (eg, a checklist) to prevent it in the future:

Number four happened to me about a month ago… Busy in the head, too many things happening, just forgot. And then the second time… I spoke to the patient on the phone and then I phoned through to the receptionist to say, could she organise that this patient to go in, and fax the letter. And I thought, at that point, she would have arranged the ambulance but she hadn’t. So it was a communication, it was assumption… I should have a tick box, we should have a tick box.

(FG2; R1)

Conversely, some participants focused on individual actions and processes as most important in preventing NEs. For these participants, the nature of the workload in general practice would mean that simple solutions, such as checklists, would have limited impact when people are busy and as such these types of interventions could be fallible.

Some of these are actually ways of working, I mean, cancer referral, I haven’t, as far as I know, forgotten to do a referral for ages, but that’s because what I do is, immediately I decide to do a referral, I turn to the computer and I put a note on it… If you’re that busy, you’ll forget a checklist.

(FG2; R5)

While there are policies and local procedures that exist to prevent certain NEs (eg, NE 1) some participants gave examples of experiences they had where they had not been followed and the limits of any protocol in practice.

I’ve not actually had a needle stick injury because of it but I’ve noticed in a few practices I’ve been to, the sharps bin is full but you’ll find that it’s not been
Finally, participants highlighted a sense of a lack of ability to share experiences with GPs in other practices, lack of a collective system approach and frustrations of issues that increase their workload from the wider system. This creates a context in which there is a tension between the wider system and individual practices and practitioners.

…you tend to have your own experience and you live within your own practice and that’s how you function…there isn’t a collective system…

(FG1; F2)

DISCUSSION

Summary of findings

The NE concept was recognised as being derived from and more applicable to hospital settings than general practice, however, participants did recognise the support with the broader underlying NE construct of avoiding serious preventable adverse outcomes from healthcare. The practicalities of implementing preventative NE strategies into general practice were identified by participants and involved embedding responsibility for NE and other patient safety initiatives at different levels from the individual practitioner to the wider system and the work required varied from simple solutions, particularly using IT systems, to more complex approaches involving multiple people.

Much of the empirical literature involves examining the understanding of NEs in an acute care setting but the transferability of this concept into general practice is not well established.15 16 18 The findings of this study suggest that while the underlying concept of NEs, avoiding serious preventable patient safety incidents, would be supported in general practice, the name ‘NEs’ could reduce the coherence and cognitive participation of GPs in practice. There was an initial buy-in to the underlying NE concept by participants when situated within a learning and systems approach to implementation,26 however, the content of the individual NEs on the list also influenced engagement. Some NEs were considered more relevant and amenable to simple solutions than others which could influence implementation. The implementation of preventative strategies for each individual NE would require consideration at multiple layers from the individual clinician, the practice staff and the patient. One key barrier to implementing an NE approach was a tension between the name of the approach, which was considered to set unrealistic expectations of individual clinicians (in particular by patients, policy-makers and the media), and a systems approach to patient safety (which inherently recognises the interacting demands, complexity, uncertainty, constraints and trade-offs related to everyday general practice).13 32 This tension identified a limit to the transferability of the approach from secondary care to primary care.

Participants identified that to overcome barriers to implementation of initiatives to prevent NEs in general practices multiple nuanced responses would be needed. Some NEs (eg, prescribing related NEs) had a clearer, more linear causal, pathways which could similarly have logical and linear processes of implementation (eg, simple computer searches to identify prescribing NEs). Yet the ability to address these may lie outside of individual GPs or at the local level, for example, the design, usability and procurement of IT systems are a national policy issue which participants identified the shortcomings in the design of the systems would limit their ability to be used to prevent NEs.33-35 Other NEs were considered more complex to identify and implement initiatives to prevent them as they have more diffuse responsibility with multiple members of the healthcare team being responsible concurrently or involved the patient or the hospital. Solutions to address the more complex NEs were often relational in nature, such as a receptionist asking a GP a series of questions when they return from a home visit. Implementing strategies to prevent the more complex NEs would require strategies that reflected the more autonomous nature of healthcare professionals and patients in primary care than in settings such as hospitals and would require different approaches.36 The varying importance ascribed to different NEs, whether participants could readily identify optimal systems (either technological or procedural), and a learning environment which moved away from a sense that NEs might be used to punitively monitor individual practices were all considered important contributory factors to optimising implementation.

The organisational context and the operational nature of general practice potentially limited the transferability of the NE concept from secondary care. The diffuse nature of work in general practice was considered to be epitomised by the uncertainty of diagnosis and disease management over time37 and could influence the engagement and uptake of initiatives to prevent NEs particularly if this was in addition to their existing workload and without additional support. The temporal distance between a potential NE occurring and its effect may limit the utility of some of the NEs a progressive series of small events or lapses in care may need to occur for them to happen.36 The lack of ability to share learning across practices was considered to be a wider system issue that influenced the ability for practices from system-level data. This approach extends traditional concepts that have been developed for identifying and assessing patient safety in hospital contexts that have a different organisational approach.36 Taken together, the above suggests that there is a need for a shared learning approach to implementation that...
responds to the nature of work in general practice at a wider local level than the individual GP practice. To implement the NE list in practice will require systems to support individual work and a more nuanced approach to addressing individual events.

Participants highlighted a sense of initiative fatigue from the increasing work load being placed on general practice and within a narrative of increasing workload which limited capacity to respond to new initiatives from national policy-makers. This was identified within a broader discussion about the lack of recognition and remuneration for their professional time spent on the work of implementing and monitoring other new initiatives. Overall, while there was support for the NE concept, there were also barriers to its implementation. Participants highlighted the need to align NEs with the concept of NEs in general practice and the enablers and constrainers of implementing initiatives to prevent NEs from occurring in routine practice. The underlying concept of NEs was considered to fit with the delivery of care in general practice but the findings highlighted the need to identify a different name for the concept which would be more engaging for healthcare staff and to refine the list further to target those areas thought to be of greatest need. The findings highlighted the differential nature of work in general practice. Using an approach that incorporates a wider learning system approach to safety could increase engagement with the NE initiatives and align with other safety initiatives to embed the process into routine practice.

CONCLUSION
This study sought to understand GPs views of the concept of NEs in general practice and the enablers and constrainers of implementing initiatives to prevent NEs from occurring in routine practice. The underlying concept of NEs was considered to fit with the delivery of care in general practice but the findings highlighted the need to identify a different name for the concept which would be more engaging for healthcare staff and to refine the list further to target those areas thought to be of greatest need. The findings highlighted the differential nature of work in general practice. Using an approach that incorporates a wider learning system approach to safety could increase engagement with the NE initiatives and align with other safety initiatives to embed the process into routine practice.
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